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The New York Public Library for the Perform-
ing Arts, located in Lincoln Center Plaza, is 
nestled between four of the most influential 
performing arts buildings in New York City: 
Avery Fisher Hall, The Metropolitan Opera, the 
Vivian Beaumont Theater (home to the Lincoln 
Center Theater), and David H. Koch Theater. 
The library matches its illustrious location with 
one of the largest collections of material per-
taining to the performing arts in the world.  

The library catalogs the history of the perform-
ing arts through collections acquired by notable 
photographers, directors, designers, perform-
ers, composers, and patrons. Here in NYC 
where so many artists live and work we have 
an opportunity, through the library, to hear 
sound recording of early films, to see shows 
that closed on Broadway years ago, and get to 
know the work of artists who dominated their 
eras long before ours. The library has material 
dating back as far as the 16th century. For more 
than a decade the library has been working tire-
lessly to make never-before-seen photographs 
and documents available on its website.  

The Library first contacted me to write and 
curate the “Performance Costume Design 
Research Guide,” originally envisaged by Olive 
Wong. Olive was an esteemed member of the 
library staff who had started the guide several 
years ago. Her dream was to create an online 
guide for costume designers that utilized the 
library’s vast resources for research and 
education about the field. Unfortunately, her 
project was cut short by her death in 2012. 
Her colleagues and supporters rallied around 
her dream and generously donated the funds to 
continue Wong’s work post mortem.

Olive collected various images of costumes and 
traditional dress used in performances from 
around the world.  She included clippings from 

newspapers, sketches, lithographs, poster art 
and photo- graphs. In this introduction, I will 
share with you some of Olive’s selections from 
the NYPL collection.

There are typically two ways to discuss cos-
tume design: “manner of dress” and “the history 
of costume design”. “Manner of dress” contextu-
alizes the way people dress in their time period 
due to environment, gender, position, economic 
constraints and attitude. This is essentially the 
anthropological approach to costume design. 
Others study “the history of costume design”, 
examining the way costume designers interpret 
the the manner of dress in their time period: 
the history of the profession and the profession-
als. This discussion also talks about costume 
designers’ backstory, their process, their 
relationships and their work.

In the subsequent chapters, I introduce a dis-
course that focuses on specific costume de-
signers to give insight into and context for the 
designer’s work and how this discussion affects 
the field of costume design.  New York Public 
Library’s costume collections include collec-
tions that represent the lifelong accumulations 
of the designs and papers of esteemed design-
ers. These collections show the intimate process 
of life as an artist, the relationships that affect 
their work, and the process of worldbuilding 
and storytelling that is the work of a designer.  
In the research guide, I will focus on the history
of costume design as a profession, which will 
allow us to delve into the technical aspects of 
costume design, focusing on process and pro-
fessionals.



Costume Designers collaborate with an unusu-
ally diverse array of professionals from other 
disciplines during any given project.  Depend-
ing on the source material, a costume designer 
may interview or shadow police officers or 
religious leaders to learn customs and “the 
manner of dress” of that group in that demo-
graphic. Other designers will do extensive 
research, looking at paintings, photographs, 
newsreels, coins, period clothing, art, architec-
ture, and reading historical non-fiction to learn 
the subject matter and the material.

But beyond all the people a costume designer 
will meet during the research and development 
phase, there are two main creative groups that
a costume designer works closely with for the 
duration of the technical and creative process. 
The external group consists of the director, the 
actors, the production designer (set designer in 
theater), the director of photography (lighting 
designer in theater), and the visual effects de- 
signer, all of whom are leading their own teams 
toward the language of the project. The inter- 
nal group is led by the costume designer and 
usually made up of: costume design assistants 
who research the period of the narrative, source 
garments, accessories and raw materials as well 
as manage the budget; the drapers, tailors and 
dressmakers who create garments; milliners, 
jewelry designers and shoe makers who build 
the shoes and accessories, agers and dyers who 
distress and age the costumes for a precise 
finish and the wardrobe team that dresses and 
tracks the continuity of the project. Then there 
is the hair and makeup designers (wig designer 
in theater) who lead their own teams but work 
closely with the costume designer to complete 
the look with the appropriate hair and make-up 
for the character and costume.

Because the entertainment business is made of 
a network of freelance contractors, it is com-

mon to start a job and meet all new people, but 
it is just as common for collaborators to work 
together again and again. Some directors and 
costume designers form lasting working re-
lationships and in doing so create some truly 
memorable silver screen and stage moments: 
Edith Head and Alfred Hitchcock for “Vertigo” 
and “Notorious;” Milena Canonero with Stan-
ley Kubrick for “Clockwork Orange,” “Barry 
Lyndon” and “The Shining” and Wes Anderson 
for “The Life Aquatic of Steve Zissou” and “The 
Grand Budapest Hotel;’ Ann Roth and Mike 
Nichols for two dozen collaborations including 
“Death of a Salesman”; Irene Sharaff and Walter 
Lang for “Call Me Madam” and “King and I.” 
When putting together a show, the success of 
layering the language of the project is often a 
reflection of the core relationships that a de-
signer has with the director and creative teams. 
These successes make the shows and films we 
the audience can immerse ourselves in, relate to 
and love, visual stories that become our stories 
because they speak to human truth and our 
imaginations.

This guide uses the vast collections of the 
New York Public Library for the Performing 
Arts to introduce illustrious designers who 
have impacted the hundred-year history of the 
profession of costume design, and to show the 
interconnected relationships of mentors, collab-
orators, and students who have influenced their 
work.



SCRAPBOOKS

CARTOONS

POSTERSADVERTISEMENTS

CLIPPINGS

FROM TOP:  HIRSCHFELD © AL HIRSCHFELD FOUNDATION OF “MY FAIR LADY.”  MANNING HALL 
CARICATURE OF THE CAST OF “TOO MANY GIRLS” IN NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR 11/22/1939.  HAR-
RY HANDCUFF HOUDINI: THE JAIL BREAKER.  1900-1906.   HELEN FORD IN THE MUSICAL COMEDY 
“PEGGY ANN” 1928.    BILLIE BURKE SCRAPBOOK COMPILED BY ROBINSON LOCKE, 1870-1920.    



FROM TOP THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION: MARY MARTIN “LUTE SONG”, 1968.  
VASLAV NIJINSKY WITH LEON BAKST, SERGE DIAGHILEV AND TWO LADY FRIENDS.  BILLY ROSE 
PORTRAIT 1935-1940.  NICHOLAS BROTHERS.  ISADORA DUNCAN AND HER PUPILS, IN THEBES, 
GREECE, 1920.  ALVIN AILEY, NATHANIEL HORNE AND MINNIE MARSHALL IN THIS DANCE FROM 
ALVIN AILEY’S BLUES SUITE, 1958.   “ANDROCLES AND THE LION”, 1929.  BEN ASTAR AND ELAINE 
STRITCH IN “ON YOUR TOES”, 1954.  

PHOTOGRAPHS



LITHOGRAPHS & ENGRAVINGS

FROM TOP: AUGUSTE LAMY DRAWING OF A PRODUCTION OG “CARMEN”, 1875 PRODUCTION.   
CARLO BLASIS, 1850-1860.  MARIE ANNE DE CUPIS DE CAMARGO, 1710-1770.  THE NEW YORK PUB-
LIC LIBRARY COLLECTION.    



DRAWINGS

CONTEMPORARY DRAWINGS OF PREMIERE OF GILBERT AND SULLIVAN’S PATIENCE IN 1881.
THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION.



COSTUME RENDERINGS

FROM TOP THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION: BORIS ANISFELD COSTUME DESIGN 
FOR “CARNIVAL”, 1926.  JAMES REYNOLDS COSTUME DESIGN FOR “MANCHU MARCHIONESS” 1922.  
LEON BAKST COSTUM DESIGN FOR “AFTERNOON OF A FAUN”, 1925.  MATTHIAS TRENTSENSKY, 
1790-1868, COSTUME DESIGNS FOR “WINTER’S TALE.”   



SET RENDERINGS

FROM TOP THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION:  “THE ICEMAN COMETH”, 
FLOORPLANS, SECTIONS AND SET DESIGNS, 1973.  DESIGNER HOWARD BAY SET DESIGN 
FOR “PAL JOEY” 1963 AT N.Y. CITY CENTER.   



FROM TOP THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION:  “BABES IN TOYLAND” ISSUED IN 1903.   
ILLUSTRATOR JUNIUS CRAVENS “DRIFITNG ALONG WITH THE TIDE” SHEET MUSIC 1921.   ILLUS-
TRATOR SOL WOHLMAN “THE SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK” 1894-1921.  “THE STAR SPANGLED BAN-
NER” ISSUED 1814, PUBLISHED BY THOMAS CARR.  COMPILER BY STEPHEN JENKS “DELIGHTS OF 
HARMONY” 1804.  

SCORES & MANUSCRIPTS



THEATRE ON FILM AND
 TAPE ARCHIVE

ANGELA LANSBURY & GEORGE HEARN IN A SCENE FR. THE REPLACE-
MENT CAST OF THE BROADWAY MUSICAL “SWEENEY TODD.”  ANGE-
LA LANSBURY & LEN CARIOU IN A SCENE FR. THE BROADWAY MUSI-
CAL “SWEENEY TODD.”

The New York Public Library holds a vast catalog of films, taped performances, taped interviews, 
and filmed commentary discussing productions.  One of the library’s most unique collections is 
the Theatre on Film and Tape Archive (TOFT) which documents live productions on Broadway, 
Off-Broadway, and even regional theater giving users the opportunity to watch iconic stage per-
formances as if they were in the front row.



ORAL HISTORIES
In the Dance Oral History Project the NYPL has collected over 400 interviews of performers, 
critics, choreographers, composers, actors,  their families and friends about the history of dance.

Such noteable people to learn about through these archives are Alicia Alonso, Samuel Barber,  
Clive Barnes, Lucia Chase, Frederic Franklin, David Gordon, Melissa Hayden, Barbara Karinska 
and many many more.

In the Women in Theatre ongoing series, The League of Professional Theatre Women and the 
NYPL spent five years interviewing notable women in theatre including Patti LuPone, Lynne 
Meadow, Cherry Jones, Willa Kim, Audra McDonald, Angela Lansbury, Jane Greenwood, and 
countless others, discussing their work and experience in the theatre.

There are also ongoing oral history projects through the library like Community Oral History 
Project that give insight to communities in the New York City metropolis.   

INTERVIEW WITH JULIE KENT (ABT PRINCIPAL DANCER 1993-JUNE 2015): DANCE ORAL HISTORY 
PROJECT.
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If there were an Oscar for being in the right 
time at the right place, Charles LeMaire 
would win hands down. LeMaire was born in 
1897 in Chicago, Illinois.  He entered the per-
forming arts as a vaudeville actor and a ‘song 
plugger’ where he tried out new songs for 
music publishers. (Lee) This tired him, as did 
the life of a struggling actor, so he began work-
ing as an assistant and shopper for the eccentric 
Antoinette Sherri, a costume designer for the 
“Ziegfeld Follies,” who gave him his first break. 
“LeMaire never forgot his teacher and appears 
to have financially supported Madame Sherri 
throughout her life.” (Newcomer)

In 1919, LeMaire designed the costumes for 
his first Broadway show, “Elsie Janis and Her 
Gang,”  produced by the Hippodrome’s Charles 
Dillingham and Florenz Ziegfeld Jr., who con-
ceived the famed “Ziegfeld Follies.”  (IBDB, 
2016) Shortly thereafter LeMaire approached 
one of the “Follies” directors with elaborate 
costume renderings he did on his own time, 
offering his sketches and the commission of the 
design for $1,000 each.  The shocked director 
liked the work so much that he agreed, and 
LeMaire became one of the “Follies” regular 
costume designers. (United Press Int., 1985)  
He continued to design for the “Ziegfeld Fol-
lies” until he left Broadway. (Lee)

CHARLES LEMAIRE



The 1920s were one of the most prodigious 
periods on Broadway and LeMaire was at the 
heart of the scene, working from its Golden 
Age through the Great Depression era.
LeMaire designed in seventy-six Broadway 
shows over twenty-one years.  Among the 
artists he worked with were the Hippodrome’s 
prolific designer Will R. Barnes, the popular 

director/choreographer George White, the Shu-
berts, Vincente Minnelli, the Marx Brothers, 
the acclaimed W.C. Fields, the ingénue Barbara 
Stanwyck and the choreographer Busby Berke-
ley, known for his kaleidoscopic pattern work 
with female dancers. (IBDB, 2016)

SCENE FROM THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES OF 1924, BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



PEOPLE LINED UP AT BRANDT’S MAYFAIR THEATER TO SEE THE MOTION PICTURE 
“THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL” WHICH WAS DESIGNED BY CHARLES LEMAIRE.

Around 1924 LeMaire took a step toward 
wardrobe management. He first collaborated 
with, then designed for the Brooks Costume 
Company, heading its costume department 
from 1924 to 1929.  This gave LeMaire confi-
dence to begin his own firm, LeMaire Studio 
Design, in 1929, which he ran until World War 
II.  (Lee) Copies of original sketches by various 
costume designers who worked with Brooks 
Costume Company may be viewed in the Billy 
Rose Theatre Division of the New York Public 
Library for the Performing Arts.  Some of the 
Brooks Costume Company’s original costumes 
are housed in the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art’s costume collection. (MET, 2016)

After his service in WWII, LeMaire headed 
to Hollywood, where from 1943 to 1959 he 
was the executive director of wardrobe at 20th 
Century Fox Studios.  This period was the 
second half of the “Golden Age” of Hollywood 
and Charles LeMaire again found himself a 
major player at a special time, working with 
some of the greatest directors, actors and art-
ists in the industry. (Unruth at al., 51) During 
his tenure at Fox he was wardrobe director for 
two hundred and nineteen films, designing the 
costumes for sixty-six of them, including such 
classics as “Miracle on 34th Street,” and “An 
Affair to Remember.” (IMDB, 2016)



Perhaps more impressive, LeMaire also be-
came instrumental in getting the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to official-
ly recognize—and in turn the industry as a 
whole—the contribution of costume design to 
motion pictures. While the Oscar Awards had 
begun in 1929 and Oscars had been awarded 
for Best Production Design, Best Cinematogra-
phy, Best Film Editing, and Best Sound Editing, 
all technical crafts in the film industry, costume 
design was ignored.  In 1948, for the first time, 
thanks in part to LeMaire’s efforts, the Oscar 
was awarded in two costume design categories: 
color and black & white.  (Hal Erickson, 2016) 
The first color Costume Design Oscar was given 
to Dorothy Jeakins and Barbara Karinska for 
co-designing “Joan of Arc,” directed by Victor 
Fleming and starring Ingrid Bergman, while 
the first black & white costume design Oscar 
was awarded to Roger K. Furse for “Hamlet.” 
(Maeder et al.)

It didn’t take long for LeMaire to hold his first 
Oscar, winning in 1951 for “All About Eve,” 

which he co-designed with the indomitable 
Edith Head.   “All About Eve” was a critical 
success and is regarded as one of the best films 
of one of Hollywood’s best Golden Age direc-
tors, Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who also directed 
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton in “Cleo-
patra” and Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons 
in “Guys and Dolls.” The film garnered fourteen 
nominations, of which all four of the female 
leading and supporting actors were nominat-
ed, the only time in history this has happened. 
(IMDB, 2016)
LeMaire won the Oscar twice more for “The 
Robe” (1953), with designer Emile Santiago, 
and “Love Is a Many Splendored Thing” (1955). 
A sword and sandal epic starring Jean Simmons 
and a young Richard Burton, “The Robe” was 
made by Fox for $5 million and went on to 
gross over $35 million at the box office. (IMDB, 
2016)  The scale of this film was reminiscent of 
the huge productions LeMaire did on Broadway 
for the “Ziegfeld Follies”—only this time he had 
a narrative to follow.

CHARLES LEMAIRE 
AND UNKNOWN WOMAN  
“GEORGE WHITE’S SCAN-
DALS”  BILLY ROSE THEATRE 
DIVISION



Over the course of his illustrious career Le-
Maire was nominated for a total 16 Oscars for 
costume design, and had working relation-
ships with some of the most famous costume 
designers of the time, including Edith Head, 
Orry-Kelly, and Mary Wills.  One of his best 
remembered accomplishments is helping to 
define an iconic look for sexy Betty Grable.  

In 1962 he retired from film. (Lee)  LeMaire 
worked in the Golden Age of Broadway and of 
Hollywood, defining looks and eras, and per-
haps most importantly helping authenticate the 
field of costume design to the industry and the 
public.

CAST IN A SCENE FROM THE STAGE PRODUCTION “FLYING HIGH.”  COSTUMES DESIGNED BY CHARLES 
LEMAIRE, 1930.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION.



COSTUME DESIGN BY CHARLES LEMAIRE FOR 
“THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES” 

“ZIEGFELD FOLLIES -- COME ALONG”. VOCAL SCORE.  THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, 
MUSIC DIVISION.  



PRODUCTIONS LEMAIRE DESIGNED 
FOR THE “ZIEGFELD FOLLIES” --

Ziegfeld Follies of 1922
Ziegfeld Follies of 1923 [Summer Edition]

Ziegfeld Follies of 1924
Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic [1929]

“ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,” 1924. BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



“ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,” 1924. BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



COSTUME DESIGN BY CHARLES LEMAIRE FOR 
THE GREENWICH FOLLIES 1925-1926

BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION























VICTOR MATURE AS DEMETRIUS IN THE MOTION PICTURE “THE ROBE,” 1953. 
 BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION.



UNIDENTIFIED ACTORS, RICHARD BURTON, AND JEAN SIMMONS IN THE MOTION PICTURE “THE ROBE,” 1953.
BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION
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COSTUME DESIGNER AND SEAMSTRESS BARBARA KARINSKA IN HER STUDIO ON WEST 57TH STREET WITH PHOTOS OF 
HER DAUGHTER IRENE, GEORGE BALANCHINE WITH HIS CAT MOURKA AND TANAQUIL LECLERCQ IN “WESTERN 
SYMPHONY” (NEW YORK) 1967.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION

Barbara Karinska was a survivor, a person who 
despite all consequence – political upheaval, 
war, the loss of three husbands, and the re-
sponsibility of being a single parent -- was able 
to restart her life successfully again and again 
in various cities all across the world. She was 
a skilled maker -- known for the impeccable 
quality of her garments and her unique 
training in expert traditional Russian embroi-
dery.  A woman with gumption, fierce intellect 
and a will to rise above all social mores, she 
excelled in various professions before becom-
ing a true star of costume design.  From her 
innovations in the technical function of dance 
costumes and the invention of her powder puff 
tutu, her designs have had an incomparable 

affect on the ballet world.
Karinska’s life had a multitude of diverse chap-
ters starting in Kharkov in what is now Ukraine  
when she was born as Varvara Andreevna 
Jmoudsky in 1886.  At the time, Kharkov was 
an economic hub and trade center.  (Kudelko)  
Luckily, Varvara was born to a Russian textile 
merchant and grew up with great advantage.  
Educated by French and German governesses, 
Varvara and her siblings were taught in a Euro-
pean tradition and style. 
Varvara directed plays starring her siblings, cos-
tumed in her designs, and performed at their 
parents’ large parties.  (Bentley 10)



Through her childhood, she became expertly 
proficient in traditional Russian embroidery 
and sewing, skills that would aid her through 
some difficult times to come.   She began her 
professional life studying law and working in 
women’s prisons.   She married a young man 
named Alexander Moïsseenko of similar social 
position who was the editor of a left-leaning 
newspaper when she was twenty-four.  The 
marriage was cut short because of her husband’s 
death and, unusually, Karinska assumed his role 
as the editor at the newspaper until political 
unrest caused her to close its doors. (Bentley 11; 
McPherson)

By 1910, just a year after her husband Moïs-
seenko’s death, she was caring for two young 
children.  Her older brother’s divorce left Var-
vara gaining custody of her young nephew, 
Vladimir.   Shortly there after, Varvara married 
her second husband, N.S. Karinsky, a criminal 
lawyer and the Attorney General of St. Peters-
burg, but he then became a wanted man when 
the Bolsheviks gained control.  When Karinsky 
fled Russia as a political refugee, Barbara Kar-
inska was not at his side.  (McPherson)

Her last marriage was in 1921 to a wealthy 
Russian, Vladimir Mamontov, who lost all his 
fortune during the Russian civil war.   Again 
Karinska used her skills to provide for her 
family.  It was during this period, Lenin’s New 
Economic Policy Initiative, that Karinska really 
showed her entrepreneurial spirit.  She opened 
a tea salon, a milliner shop, a dress atelier, an 
antique store and an embroidery school.   In 
1924, Russians anticipated political upheaval 
again after Lenin’s death.  For Karinska, change 
was already brewing. Her embroidery school 
was nationalized by the new regime, producing 
Soviet flags rather than traditional Russian em-
broideries.  Karinska knew that she would have 

to pick up and leave Moscow again, her bour-
geois husband in jeopardy of being arrested.  
She arranged to bring her students’ embroider-
ies to Germany as a “good will” tour to promote 
Russian folk art and craft. Her daughter Irina 
and nephew Vladimir traveled with her.  Be-
hind her students’ framed work, Karinska hid 
antique embroideries; inside the children’s hats 
and clothing, she secretly sewed jewels and be-
tween the pages of their books, she hid Amer-
ican hundred dollar bills.   Her husband had 
left Moscow separately and soon they reunited 
in Brussels before ultimately moving to Paris.  
(Bentley 13)

With the contraband smuggled from Mos-
cow dwindling, Karinska used her talent as an 
expert tailor and innovator to restart her career 
from scratch once again in Paris.  She began by 
making objects like traditional Russian head-
dresses, wool flowers, shawls and other acces-
sories to sell to merchants and costume design-
ers.  Her big break came when she was hired to 
make the costumes for various operas and film 
productions.  But in 1931 when she landed a 
job to make the costumes for the Ballet Russe 
de Monte Carlo, her new career as a costume 
fabricator and eventually costume designer 
took hold.  She worked with choreographer and 
dancer George Balanchine and designer and 
painter Christian Bérard often.  Other collab-
orators who designed the shows she fabricated 
were illustrious artists like Pavel Tchelitchew, 
Andre Derain, Raoul Dufy, Giorgio de Chiri-
co, and Joan Miró.  By this time, Karinska had 
developed the powder puff tutu that would be-
come ubiquitous on stages all across the world 
by the 1950s.  In Paris in 1932, Karinska began 
her own costume atelier, which she named after 
her daughter Irene.  (Bentley 16-20)



By 1936, Karinska was now working and living 
in London.  She had left her daughter Irene 
to run their costume atelier in Paris.  It was in 
1937 that Karinska was celebrated publicly in 
London, “in her work she represents an exec-
utive force which has become one of the most 
powerful influences in the art of theatrical 
costume today.”   (Bentley 38) The Karinska 
name, consummate in craftsmanship and ele-
gance, was cemented in both Paris and London.  
Karinska’s devotion to extraordinarily crafted 
garments made them last through hundreds of 
wears.  But at the same time this obsessive quest 
and unrelenting work was Karinska’s Achilles’ 
heel, often putting her in debt and causing her 
constant tardiness, often showing up just mo-
ments before the performance began, the show’s 
costumes in tow.  (McPherson)    

In 1939, Karinska was lured across the 
Atlantic to America, chasing a love affair in 
San Francisco that was ill-fated from the start.  
Vallejo Gantner was a handsome American ac-
tor twenty-eight years old to Karinska’s fifty-two 
years, and destined to marry a debutante of his 
equaled privilege.  But when Karinska arrived 
in America, she knew she must stay.  Europe 
was soon entangled in war with Hitler, and 
Irene was forced to close their Paris atelier in 
1939.   And again Karinska re-built her career, 
this time with new and old colleagues alike.  
(Bentley 39) 

Her first big gig in the United States was a 
commission that came her way through Sal-
vador Dali.  Karinska built a sixty-foot beaded 
and suede serpent (McPherson) that was part of 
Dali’s exhibit “Dream of Venus,” a psychedelic 
underwater world inside a pink grotto, built for 
the 1939 World’s Fair with tableaus of modern 
surrealist images juxtaposed next to the typical 
Renaissance imagery from Botticelli of Venus.  

Dali’s world had a sleeping Venus, two glass 
fish bowls – one with water, one without – and 
other scenes of eroticism and intrigue.  The 
backdrops were painted by Dali in his famous 
style – vast worlds injected with dreamlike 
objects--melting clocks, giraffes with their 
necks aflame, and skulls.  The water scene was 
complete with swimming women in surrealist 
long-sleeved black bathing suits, their breasts 
exposed in a shocking display of sexuality that 
outraged the censors, religious groups and civic 
protesters.   The dry tank did not lighten the 
shock value, showing women with lobsters, 
crustaceans and seashells barely covering their 
unmentionables.   It was what Dali called a 
“panorama of the unconscious.” (Schaffner)

Karinska broke boundaries again with Dali 
for his erotic “Bacchanal” costumes for chore-
ographer Leonide Massine in 1939.  Karinska’s 
“Bacchanal” costumes display a tremendous 
amount of innovation and sculpture with 
fabric.   And again, Karinska became an in-de-
mand maker for ballets and other theatrical 
performances.  Luck struck again when Baron 
Nicolas de Gunzburg, an acquaintance of Kar-
inska’s from Europe, and Natasha Wilson Paley 
invested in a retail shop in midtown Manhat-
tan called “Karinska” where she could sell her 
eponymous collection of clothing, shoes and 
accessories.  Despite the shop’s positive reviews, 
it closed after a few months because it was not 
making money.   (Bentley 46) Karinska was 
now working with Balancine again, where she 
executed the costumes of Boris Aronson’s de-
signs, for “Cabin in the Sky” on Broadway.  At 
Balanchine’s introduction Karinska also began 
working with Irene Sharaff to fabricate her 
designs for a Michael Todd revue.  Irene Sharaff 
and Karinska would work together over and 
over again, but it was never an easy relationship. 
Karinska was often late with the delivery of the 
costumes. (Sharaff 101-104, Bentley 98)



FROM TOP:  DALI’S “DREAM OF VENUS” - SKETCH OF UNDERWATER SECTION OF SURREALIST HOUSE  
1935 - 1945. NYPL MANUSCRIPTS AND ARCHIVES DIVISION.;  KATHERINE DUNAHM AND CAST IN A SCENE 
FROM “CABIN IN THE SKY”  1940. COSTUME DESIGN BY BORIS ARONSON AND JOHN PRATT ( DUNHAM’S 
COSTUMES)  COSTUMES EXECUTED BY KARINSKA.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



Around this time, Karinska used some of her 
connections to get her nephew Vladimir, a 
German POW who was wounded while escap-
ing, to the United States.  He moved in with 
Karinska in her 56th Street mansion and helped 
her with her booming business.  Vladimir had 
his own skills in the costume shop, as a mask 
maker and builder of hard costumes like armor.   
He was also good at managing clients, instill-
ing structure, and operating the costume shop 
when Karinska went to Hollywood to work on 
films.  Back in Paris, when France was freed 
from German occupation, Irene reopened her 
costume atelier.  On both sides of the Atlantic, 
the Karinskas dominated the costume world.  
Irene Karinska would go on to make Cecil Bea-
ton’s fantastic designs for “Gigi” and costumes 
by Yves Saint Laurent, Raoul Dufy and Georges 
Braque.  Barbara Karinska’s career in the 1930s 
was dominated by executing countless bal-
let costumes; in the 1940s, Karinska began to 
work more frequently on musicals and films. 
(McPherson)

In 1948, Karinska was hired alongside Raoul 
Pêne du Bois to design and create the costumes 
for an epic motion picture drama, “Joan of 
Arc,” starring Ingrid Bergman.   Du Bois left 
the project and Dorothy Jeakins, a sketch artist, 
was hired as his replacement, which began the 
rocky relationship between Jeakins and Kar-
inska.  (Bentley 68) The film would be a grave 
economic failure, but was nominated for eight 
Oscars.  Marvelously, Karinska, at sixty-two, 
won the very first costume design Oscar for 
a film in color, “Joan of Arc,” with Jeakins.  It 
was a difficult job for Karinska, but her muted 
color palette, historic textiles and patterns were 
hailed by the Academy and she considered this 
quite an achievement.  Karinska had a lifelong 
devotion to Joan of Arc, which culminated 
in her purchasing a summer home in Joan’s 
hometown of Domremy-la-Pucelle in southern 

France.  (Bentley 82)
In 1949, Karinska began to make the costumes 
for Balanchine’s “Bourrée Fantasque” at the 
New York City Ballet. She took up the job of 
making and at times designing almost all the 
NYCB’s costumes from that point on.  In 1954, 
she designed the costumes for “The Nutcrack-
er”, again working with Balanchine, on her 
largest project to date.  “The Nutcracker” has 
enjoyed enormous popularity in the States 
since the 1960s.  Karinska’s costumes, Rouben 
Ter-Arutunian’s sets and Balanchine’s choreog-
raphy continue to be performed every winter 
season at the New York City Ballet, sixty two 
years later.  (NYCB, 2016)

In the 1960s, the NYCB began to operate its 
own costume shop and Karinska was at the 
helm, working with them for the rest of her 
professional life.  Again, she was working with 
Balanchine, the great and resounding choreog-
rapher with whom, all told, she did over sev-
enty-five shows over their fifty-year friendship.  
She even did her last show with Balanchine 
in 1977, the “Vienna Waltz,” for the New York 
City Ballet.  Balanchine and Karinska spent 
much time working together -- endlessly cho-
reographing, drawing, painting, storytelling as 
they unraveled a never-produced fantasy ballet 
called “Birds of America.”  (Bentley 155) They 
died within months of each other; she was 97, 
and he was 79.  Balanchine once said, “There is 
Shakespeare for literature, Karinska for cos-
tumes.”   (Kisselgoff) She was a first-rate design-
er and maker with technical skills so valuable, 
she proved she could restart her career with 
vigor and success, again and again. The only 
tools she needed were a needle and thread. 



“NIGHT SHADOW”  (RETITLED LA SONNAMBULA IN 1961)  CHOREOGRAPHED BY BALANCHINE
PREMIERE: FEBRUARY 27, 1946, BALLET RUSSE DE MONTE CARLO, CITY CENTER OF MUSIC AND 
DRAMA, NEW YORK 1946-1948  COSTUME DESIGN BY DOROTHEA TANNING, COSTUMES EXECUT-
ED BY KARINSKA.  JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



“THE FIGURE IN THE CARPET” 
NEW YORK CITY BALLET, CITY CENTER
CHOREOGRAPHED BY BALANCHINE
COSTUMES DESIGNED BY ESTEBAN FRANCES
COSTUMES EXECUTED BY KARINSKA
1960.  JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



“THE FIGURE IN THE CARPET” 
NEW YORK CITY BALLET, CITY CENTER
CHOREOGRAPHED BY BALANCHINE
COSTUMES DESIGNED BY ESTEBAN FRANCES
COSTUMES EXECUTED BY KARINSKA
1960.  JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



BALANCHINE, GEORGE AND HIS CAT MOURKA 1964 
JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



BARBARA KARINSKA TALKING WITH MANNEQUIN IN THE BACKGROUND. 1960-1964
BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET”S “THE NUTCRACKER” 1964, SET DESIGNS BY ROUBEN TER-ARUTUNIAN
CHOREOGRAPHY BY BALANCHINE.  JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET”S “THE NUTCRACKER” 1964, SET DESIGNS BY ROUBEN TER-ARUTUNIAN
CHOREOGRAPHY BY BALANCHINE.  JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION



KARINSKA COSTUME DESIGNS 
NEW YORK CITY BALLET’S “THE NUTCRACKER”

JEROME ROBBINS DANCE DIVISION













FROM TOP: PATRICIA WILDE AS THE SUGAR PLUM FAIRY GREETING MARY AND HER PRINCE IN A NEW YORK CITY 
BALLET PRODUCTION OF “THE NUTCRACKER.” 1964;  JACQUES D’AMBOISE AND MELISSA HAYDEN REHEARSE IN A 
NEW YORK CITY BALLET PRODUCTION OF “THE NUTCRACKER.” 1964.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



“JEWELS “ GEORGE BALANCHINE WITH BALLERINAS,  NEW YORK CITY BALLET, NEW YORK STATE 
THEATER, COSTUMES DESIGNED BY KARINSKA 1967.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET’S “VIENNA WALTZES” 1977 WITH PATRICIA MCBRIDE 
AND HELGI TOMASSON, CHOREOGRAPHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE COSTUME DESIGN 
BY KARINSKA. (NEW YORK) BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET’S “VIENNA WALTZES” 1977 WITH PATRICIA MCBRIDE AND HELGI TOMASSON, CHOREOGRA-
PHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE, COSTUME DESIGN BY KARINSKA. (NEW YORK)  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET PRODUCTION OF “VIENNA WALTZES” 1977 WITH HELGI TOMASSON AND PATRICIA 
MCBRIDE, CHOREOGRAPHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE, COSTUME DESIGN BY KARINSKA. (NEW YORK) BILLY ROSE 
THEATRE DIVISION



NEW YORK CITY BALLET PRODUCTION OF “VIENNA WALTZES”, JORGE DONN, KARIN VON AROLDINGEN, HELGI TOMAS-
SON, PATRICIA MCBRIDE, GEORGE BALANCHINE, SARA LELAND AND BART COOK TAKE A BOW IN FRONT OF CURTAIN, 
CHOREOGRAPHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE, COSTUME DESIGN BY KARINSKA. (NEW YORK)  BILLY ROSE THEATRE 
DIVISION



1988 RECONSTRUCTION BY JOFFREY BALLET “COTILLION” CHOREOGRAPHY: BY 
GEORGE BALANCHINE..  PRODUCTION: SCENERY AND COSTUMES BY CHRISTIAN 
BÉRARD. SCENERY EXECUTED BY PRINCE A. SCHERVASHIDZE; WOMEN’S COS-
TUMES EXECUTED BY KARINSKA, MEN’S COSTUMES EXECUTED BY LIDVALL.



1988 RECONSTRUCTION BY JOFFREY BALLET OF “COTILLION” CHOREOGRAPHY: BY GEORGE BALANCHINE..  
PRODUCTION: SCENERY AND COSTUMES BY CHRISTIAN BÉRARD. SCENERY EXECUTED BY PRINCE A. SCHER-
VASHIDZE; WOMEN’S COSTUMES EXECUTED BY KARINSKA, MEN’S COSTUMES EXECUTED BY LIDVALL.
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The first NYCO Renaissance started over 70 
years ago. Established by New York City Mayor 
Fiorella H. La Guardia and Council President 
Newbold Morris under the umbrella of the New 
York City Center of Music and Drama, the New 
York City Opera was founded with a mission 
to make opera more accessible to the citizens 
of the city who couldn’t afford it, or may have 
viewed it as an exclusive art form.  This meant 
restrained budgets, lower ticket prices, Amer-
ican singers, new talent, and original work. 
(Downes) Music director Laszio Halasz was 
brought in from St. Louis without the baggage 

of New York political connections to achive this 
mission, possessing a keen aptitude for finances 
and a passion for the “people’s” mission behind 
this new opera company.  (Sokol) Named the 
City Center Opera Company when it opened 
its doors for its first season in 1944, the “peo-
ple’s opera” staged its first productions in an old 
masonic temple called the Mecca Auditorium, 
on 131 West 55th Street in Manhattan. (NYCC) 
before moving to its more well known perch at 
Lincoln Center.

GENERAL VIEW - MIDTOWN MANHATTAN, MECCA TEMPLE IN FOREGROUND, FUTURE HOME OF NEW YORK CITY 
OPERA.  IRMA AND PAUL MILSTEIN DIVISION OF UNITED STATES HISTORY



The tradition of staging new work came ear-
ly on in the institution’s life. In 1949, William 
Grant Still’s “Treasure Island” had its world 
premiere there with the libretto written by 
Langston Hughes. (Sokol 66)  Still was himself 
a man of firsts, the first African American to 
conduct a major American orchestra, the first 
African American to have his original work 
staged and produced by a major American 
opera house, and later the first African Amer-
ican to have his opera performed on national 
television. (Dabrishus)  Later, in the 1950s, the 
NYCO debuted eight world opera premieres 

including Aaron Copland’s “The Tender Land”.  
More than thirty operas have had their world 
premieres on New York City Opera’s stage, 
along with numerous U.S. premieres of new op-
eratic work, from composer’s and conductors as 
diverse as Leonard Bernstein, Douglas Moore, 
Jerome Moross, Hugo Weisgall, and Jay Reise. 
(Sokol)   

AUTOGRAPHED PHOTO OF WILLIAM GRANT STILL SEATED IN 
HOLDING A PIPE, 1930.  NYPL MUSIC DIVISION



The New York City Opera laudably fulfilled its 
mission by recruiting emerging talent to fill its 
roster, often seeking out American singers and 
in the process launching the careers of many 
notable stars. For example, on October 29, 
1955, Beverly Sills first appeared with the New 
York City Opera as Rosalinde in Johann Strauss 
II’s “Die Fledermaus” conducted by Julius Ru-
del, which received critical praise. Then in 1958 
Sills starred as the title role in Douglas Moore’s 
“Ballad of Baby Doe” New York premiere, 
directed by Vladimir Rosing and designed by 
Donald Oenslager. (Sokol)  Here Sills became 
a bona-fide star. She continued to perform on 
the NYCO stage and not until 1975 did she 
perform elsewhere in NYC.  She was one of the 
most famous American opera singers of her 
time and returned to the NYCO as the general 
manager from 1979 to 1988.

In October 1965, Placido Domingo was asked 
to fill in for an ill tenor and so debuted on the 
New York City Opera’s stage as B.F. Pickerton in 
Puccini’s “Madama Butterfly.” A few days later 
he sang Don Jose in “Carmen” and went on to 
have the title role in “Don Rodrigo” in NYCO’s 
1966 premiere designed by Theoni Aldredge. 
This began a long relationship with the New 
York City Opera. In spring 1972, Jose Carre-
ras also made his NYCO opera debut as B.F. 
Pinkerton in “Madama Butterfly”. In the 1990s, 
after being international operatic stars for 
decades, Placido Domingo, Jose Carreras, and 
Luciano Pavarotti started a singing group called 
“The Three Tenors” whose first album was the 
best selling classical album of all time. Two of 
these performers like many others who hit the 
NYCO stage, were not internationally known 
until their New York debuts at the city opera.

New York City Opera was a place where pro-
digious costume designers came to work.  The 
NYPL has the collections of some designers 
whose work appeared onstage the NYCO.   
Aline Bernstein, the first woman to be induct-
ed into the United Sceneic Artist’s Local 829, 
designed “Regina” at the NYCO in 1953 which 
was revived in 1958.  Her designs for “Regina” 
at the 46th Street Theater had already won her 
a Tony in 1950 and these designs are included 
in the NYPL collection.  Aline Bernstein was 
one of the founders of the Costume Institute at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art which now 
boasts over 80,000 costumes and accessories.  
The NYPL has hundreds of Bernstein’s set and 
costume designs in color and simple sketches, 
letters of correspondence including letters from 
her lover Thomas Wolfe and clippings. 



CINDERELLA, 1953, NEW YORK CITY OPERA

Patricia Zipprodt was another successful de-
signer who worked at the NYCO.  In the NYPL 
Zipprodt collection, there are undated designs 
for “Katerina Ismailova” which she once de-
signed for the NYCO in 1965 and also for the 
1978 production of “Naughty Marietta”.  Other 
important costume designers who repeated-
ly worked at the NYCO are Theoni Aldredge, 
Michael Annals, Suzanne Mess, Judith Dolan, 
Desmond Heeley, and  Andrew Marlay.  Many 
of these designers and others have work includ-
ed at the NYPL archives that is accessible to the 
public.  In addition, the New York Public Li-
brary for the Performing Arts has many photo-
graphs from the prolific photographer Fred Fehl 
whose forty year career documented Broadway, 
theater and the New York City Opera. 

While the NYCO has had many successes, it 
has also endured some very public struggles 
with its finances and had to close doors in 2013. 
However this storied cultural institution ap-
pears poised for a comeback under the steward-
ship of  hedge fund manager Roy Niederhoffer 
and his group NYCO Renaissance.  The NYCO’s 
first performance in two years will take place at 
the Jazz at Lincoln Center Rose Theater in Janu-
ary 2016, as of this writing its new home. Hope-
fully this will give the People’s Opera a chance 
to build up another 70 years of performances.



DESIGN FOR  “DON GIOVANNI”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, MARCH 1980, COSTUME DESIGNER, MICHAEL ANNALS 



DESIGN FOR “MERRY WIDOW”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, SEPTEMBER 1982, COSTUME DESIGNER, SUZANNE MESS



DESIGN FOR “ALCESTE”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, OCTOBER 1982, COSTUME DESIGNER, SUZANNE MESS



DESIGN FOR “CANDIDE”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA PREMIERE OCTOBER 13, 1982, COSTUME DESIGNER JUDITH-
DOLAN, DIRECTED BY HAROLD PRINCE



DESIGN FOR “BARBER OF SEVILLE”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OPENING SEASON 
NEW PRODUCTION– JULY 1984 SEASON, COSTUME DESIGNER JUDITH DOLAN



DESIGN FOR “BRIGADOON” MINI-SEASON OF MUSICAL COMEDY FROM NEW YORK CITY OPERA FEBRUARY 1986, 
COSTUME DESIGNER DESMOND HEELEY



DESIGN FOR “THE NEW MOON”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, REVIVAL AUGUST 1986, DESIGNER ANDREW MARLAY



DESIGNS FOR “THE NEW MOON”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, REVIVAL AUGUST 1986, DESIGNER ANDREW MARLAY



DESIGN FOR “SOUTH PACIFIC”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA MARCH 1987, COSTUME DESIGNER DESMOND HEELEY



DESIGN FOR “CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA” NEW YORK CITY OPERA, AUGUST 1991, COSTUME DESIGNER, 
EDUARDO SICANGCO



DESIGN FOR “DESERT SONG”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, AUGUST 1987, COSTUME DESIGNER, SUZANNE MESS



DESIGN FOR “THE STUDENT PRINCE”, NEW YORK CITY OPERA, 1988, COSTUME DESIGNER PATTON CAMPBELL
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Irene Sharaff was a lifelong student, a prodi-
gious designer, an in demand artist, an intellec-
tual, a lesbian, a chain smoker, and had a repu-
tation of being no nonsense.  She was respected 
and versatile and a product of her far-flung 
references from philosophy to history of art, de-
sign and psychology.   But it was her training as 
a painter and her thoughtful compositions, her 
use of color to aid the rising or falling action 
and quickly change tone, that mark her work 
as unique.  Her deep understanding of color 
and what it conveyed was a great marriage to 
the Technicolor musicals of the 1940s to 1960s, 
which represent her greatest works.   

Born on January 23, 1910 in Boston, Shar-
aff grew up in New York where she studied at 

the Textile High School, New York School of 
Fine and Applied Arts and the Arts Students 
League.  Her first big break came at the age of 
eighteen when Eva La Gallienne, the Broad-
way star and founder of the Civic Repertory 
Theatre, arranged for her to meet acclaimed 
costume designer (and lover of Thomas Wolfe) 
Aline Bernstein for an interview.  (Sharaff 13) 
Bernstein gave her three scripts to study, about 
which Sharaff remembers that she “made lists 
of the costumes and props (sic), and in my anx-
iety not to miss anything I memorized all three 
plays.”  This was her big break and she went on 
assist Bernstein at the Civic Repertory Theatre 
for three years.  (Sharaff 8-10)

IRENE SHARAFF



In 1931, Sharaff moved to Paris where she be-
gan to study at Académie de la Grande
Chaumière, a school that instilled indepen-
dent painting ideas rather than the strict tra-
ditional rules of the École des Beaux-Arts.  It’s 
here Sharaff learned about couturier clothing 
like Chanel, Vionette, and Schiaparelli, whose 
fashion was characterized by an expert level of 
craftsmanship in cut and construction, inno-
vation, excellent quality fabrics, sophisticated 
palettes and beautiful embellishments.  She 
also saw theatrical shows designed by three 
painters she admired: Christian Bérard, Pavel 
Tchelitchew and André Derain. (Sharaff 15) She 
immersed herself in the light of the Impression-
ists, the saturated colors of Fauvism, and the 
experimental Surrealist movement, all of which 
likely affected her use of color compositions in 
the big numbers of her Technicolor musicals. 

Sharaff returned to New York and the Civic 
Repertory Theater, where her work on two 
shows--”Alice in Wonderland” and Irving 
Berlin’s “As Thousands Cheer” in which she 
dressed all the characters for the number “Eas-
ter Parade” to resemble The New York Times 
Sunday rotogravure printed pages -- gave the 
budding designer all the praise she needed to 
launch one of the most successful careers in 
costume design history.  (Wolfe)  Sharaff would 
go on to design over fifty Broadway shows and 
forty films.  She earned six Tony nominations, 
one Tony win, fifteen Oscar nominations and 
five Oscar wins  in a body of work that spanned 
sixty years. (Howe)

MARILYN MILLER, CLIFTON WEBB, AND HELEN BRODERICK IN THE STAGE PRODUCTION “AS THOUSANDS CHEER,” 
1933.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION 



But it is her work in the 1940s-60s big studio 
Technicolor musicals that truly distinguishes 
Sharaff, both in terms of design and employ-
ment of color theory.   She explained, “Color 
has always been important to me.  I dream 
in color more often than in black and white; 
people and situations are symbolized for me 
by colors; numerals and words have colors.”   
(Sharaff 46)  In Sharaff ’s 1976 book she discuss-
es at length how color changes in film due to 
natural lighting, high intensity lights, reflectors 
and then again in the processing of film.   She 
also explains how color in theater costumes and 
sets are affected by footlights, side and overhead 
lights and also the use of color gelatins.   

Sharaff worked as a freelance designer during 
her movie career with the exception of four 
years, from 1943 to 1945 at MGM and from 
1946 to 1948 at RKO.  In 1951 she went back 
to MGM to work on “An American in Paris,” 
a musical that centers around a love triangle 
between Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant 
and George Guétary.  Here Sharaff would de-
sign the sets and costumes for the ballet num-
bers in the film.  (Sharaff 67-70)

Remember when George Guétary, who plays 
Henri, starts to introduce his new girlfriend 
Lise to the painter Adam Cook in the Mont-
martre café?  As the camera tightens around 
Henri and Adam, the gold frame behind them 
comes in focus and creates a transition to Leslie 
Caron dancing.  As Henri struggles to accurate-
ly describe Lise, Caron dances first as a proper 
ballerina in a pastiche of pink tulle tutu to her 
knee (1), then as a slinky girl in a purple sarong 
and mock turtleneck (2).  She goes from wear-
ing a honey floral Southern belle dress (3) to a 
white and silver fringe dress dancing like in a 
60s club. (4)  Caron is a studious gal in black 
leggings, a button up shirt and a book (5) then 
a playful eccentric in a tiny electric blue satin 
bodice and ruffle tutu (6).  The costumes and 
the set change six times just as Caron chang-
es her tone and dance to show a ‘Multifaceted 
Girl.’  Because Henri in in love with Lise, he sees 
her as a representation of all the best qualities 
and therefore cannot describe her!

“AN AMERICAN IN PARIS” 
GEORGES GUÉTARY AND OSCAR LEVANT, SONG - “MULTIFACETED GIRL”



“AN AMERICAN IN PARIS”
LESLIE CARON

SONG - “MULTIFACETED GIRL”

LOOK 1 LOOK 4

LOOK 5

LOOK 6

LOOK 2

LOOK 3





But it is really the seventeen-minute ballet 
finale in “An American in Paris” that best illus-
trates Sharaff ’s artistry and Gene Kelly’s vision.  
Kelly choreographed the elaborate number.  He 
had learned from “Singin’ in the Rain” that he 
wanted to have that type of control.  He thought 
the best approach was to anticipate the film 
editing process and choreograph so the pieces 
could be continuous in movement when cut 
together.  (McDowall)  Freed, Minnelli, Kelly 
first suggested Sharaff take a look at Impres-
sionist painters for inspiration for the sets and 
costumes.   (Sharaff 72) The number was orga-

nized in five sequences as Gene Kelly, Jimmy, 
looks around Paris for Lise, his beloved, played 
by Leslie Caron.  All told, Sharaff designed over 
three hundred costumes for that final dance and 
other set pieces. (Sharaff 74)

Here we have an opportunity to look at the 
work of Irene Sharaff for this ballet sequence 
and discuss the artists who influenced each 
number’s color and stylized look -- Raoul Dufy, 
Edouard Manet, Henry Rousseau, Vincent Van 
Gogh, and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. (Sharaff 
73)

CHOREOGRAPHER AND ACTOR GENE KELLY WHO PLAYS JIMMY AND LESLIE CARON WHO PLAYS 
LISE IN “AN AMERICAN IN PARIS”  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



The ballet begins at the Place de la Concorde 
with its black and white sets painted with 
thick brushstrokes like Raoul Dufy, strong and 
bold lines, rather than realistic.  As the music 
chimes, the scene erupts into color with heavy 
brushstrokes in saffron, flamingo, crimson, 
aqua, and other bold and saturated colors.  The 
set is punched to life, the vibrancy not only in 
the sets but also in the character’s costumes 
along the bustling street.  In the number we see 
a whole brigade: various police officers, passers-
by in capes and jackets, ladies dressed in up-
scale evening clothing and gentlemen in waist-
coats and tuxedos.   A group of Furies surround 
Kelly like a whirling dervish.  The Furies keep 

the same silhouette but change colors from 
white to red, each time mirroring Jimmy’s emo-
tions. Though a delight in color compared to 
the black and white opening, the color palette 
in the costumes is restrained to cherry, white, 
navy, black, dove grey, and a bright blue gray.  
Raoul Dufy, the Fauvist painter, known for his 
open-air social scenes and bright colors, was 
honored aptly here.   But Sharaff was restraining 
the colors to build her color story through the 
ballet so that the finale, sequence five, could 
win.  Lise fleetingly dances by in white silk and 
sequins but Jimmy does not see her; he finds 
only  the red rose and night falls upon him. 



The next sequence opens in the morning at a 
Parisian flower market, inspired by the works 
of Manet, where Jimmy finds the red rose 
again, reminding him of Lise.  The sets are 
minimal except the flower stalls that cascade 
out throughout the stage.  Finding the red rose 

again puts him into a trance where he dreams 
of dancing with Lise in his arms, dressed like an 
innocent nymph in powdery blue green silk and 
net.  Sadly, Jimmy wakes up from his 
fantasy and has only flowers in his hand. 



Four uniformed men see Jimmy despondent 
on the street and they start dancing with him. 
All five of them enter a Parisian men’s shop, 
change their costumes and dance to feel bet-
ter.  The sequence moves from the street to a 
fairground.  Here Sharaff dresses the balleri-
nas like Henri Rousseau’s The Sleeping Gypsy, 
each dress a parade of colorful ribbons sewed 
vertically down their honey colored, A-shaped 
dresses.  This scene is whimsical, Jimmy in a red 
sports coat and his gang, all dressed in cream 

pants, a colorful jacket and a hat painted ol-
ive, red, pumpkin, blood orange, and blue on 
the inside.  As the men dance with their hats 
in their hands, colorful circles reminiscent of 
balloons are created around them.  A medley of 
color, introduced to the audience in stripes and 
bold shapes makes this number youthful, op-
timistic and lighthearted.  It is a reprieve from 
the emotional longing Jimmy feels through the 
first two numbers. 



The fourth sequence was dedicated to dark 
skies and the moody gold, red and oranges 
characteristic of Van Gogh’s work.  Jimmy and 
Lise meet again in his dreams and dance a sad 
yet romantic ballet together.  As the dream 
progresses the light shifts to blues, whites and 
purples, then back again to magenta and red.  
Sharaff used smoke machines to give the im-

pression of big broad painterly strokes with 
the changing light scheme.  At the end, Jimmy 
and Lise are in an embrace, the light shifts into 
black and white silhouette, then suddenly we 
see Lise’s orange taffeta skirt flying up around 
Jimmy. 



We transition to the finale which starts with 
a beautiful pink Toulouse-Lautrec style build-
ing, grand staircase and large golden windows.  
Elegant people fill the street, either stopped in 
motion, seated at the café tables or on the street.  

The characters are dressed in exaggerated golds 
from every shade of honey to corn and brass, 
oranges from cantaloupe to pumpkin, and all 
shades of red and pink.  There is not a cold col-
or in the room.   



Next Jimmy goes inside a Toulouse-Lautrec ex-
hibition and transitions to a new set.  He dances 
in a heavy tan jersey in front of paper cut outs 
of Toulouse-Lautrec Moulin Rouge patrons.  
Then after Jimmy enters the café stage room, 
where characters are seated at tables, perfectly 
dressed with exaggerated wigs in bright yellow 
corn or saffron, heavy make-up and graphic 
lines.  There is a moment in which the audience 
wonders just a second too long: are they real?  
But they are, despite their frozen state, as Lise, 
now a Can-Can girl, dances with Jimmy.  Hand 
in hand they run back to Toulouse-Lautrec’s 
pink building, then back again to the grand 
fountain from the beginning, Lise changing 
costumes each time.  At the fountain, Lise 
repeats the white dress with the sequins body 
suit that the audience first saw her in.  She and 
Jimmy climb on top of the fountain, arms raised 
in victory and excitement.  They keep dancing 
until the crowd disappears and again Jimmy is 
alone.  His dear Lise gone and again he finds 
just a red rose on the ground.

The complexity of this number is evident.  An 
entire ballet company was employed to practice 
for ten weeks to perfect this unprecedented film 
scene, not counting extras.  It is acknowledged 
by some to be the greatest ballet scene in film 
history-its only rival, “The Red Shoes.”  Time 
called it “a brilliant combination of Hollywood’s 
opulence and technical wizardry with the kind 
of taste and creativeness that most high-bud-
geted musicals notoriously lack. The Techni-
colorful result is smart, dazzling, genuinely 
gay and romantic, and as hard to resist as its 
George Gershwin score.”  (TIME, Oct. 8, 1951)  
Bosley Crowther from the New York Times 
wrote “And a ballet it is, beyond question—a 
truly cinematic ballet—with dancers describing 
vivid patterns against changing colors, designs, 
costumes and scenes. The whole story of a 
poignant romance within a fanciful panorama 
of Paree is conceived and performed with taste 
and talent. It is the uncontested high point of 
the film.” (Crowther)  The film was a hit and 
Sharaff would win her first Oscar for it. (Mowis)  







IRENE SHARAFF’S OTHER BIG STUDIO 
TECHNICOLOR MUSICALS INCLUDE: 

•  1944 “Meet Me in St. Louis” with the 
Judy Garland and directed by Vincent Minnelli

•  1953 Irving Berlin’s “Call Me Madam” with 
Ethel Merman and director Walter Lang

•  1954 “Brigadoon” with Gene Kelly and direct-
ed by Vincente Minnelli

•  1955 “Guys and Dolls” with Marlon Brando, 
Frank Sinatra, Jean Simmons, and Vivian Blaine 
directed by Joseph Mankiewicz

•  1956 “The King and I” directed by Walter 
Lang with Deborah Kerr and Yul Brynner

•  1959 “Porgy and Bess” with Sidney 
Poitier and Dorothy Dandridge 

•  1960 “Can-Can” with Frank Sinatra and Shir-
ley MacLaine directed by Walter Lang

•  1961 “West Side Story” directed by 
Jerome Robbins 

Sharaff was also called to design the water bal-
let costumes in “Bathing Beauty,” looks for the 
song “Born in a Trunk” in “A Star Is Born,” Eliz-
abeth Taylor’s costumes in “The Taming of the 
Shrew” and “Cleopatra,” and Barbra Streisand’s 
costumes in “Funny Girl.”  (Mowis)  These films 
can each be viewed or borrowed at the New 
York Public Library for the Performing Arts in 
Lincoln Center.  Besides the classic Technicolor 
musicals that dominated her career, you can 
also borrow films like “Who’s Afraid of Virgin-
ia Woolf?” directed by Mike Nichols in black 
and white, where Sharaff transforms a young 
33 year-old Elizabeth Taylor into a tired, bitter 
middle-aged woman.  And even more rare than 
Sharaff ’s films, you can view many of her stage 
works at the library.  

L TO R (STAND-
ING): GEORGE 
ABBOTT, 
RICHARD ROD-
GERS, OSCAR 
HAMMERSTEIN 
II, ROBERT 
ALTON AND 
JO MIELZINER 
L TO R (SEAT-
ED): JOAN 
MCCRACKEN, 
RAY WALSTON, 
MARK DAW-
SON, ISABEL 
BIGLEY, BILL 
HAYES, IRENE 
SHARAFF AND 
JACKIE KELK  
IN REHEARSAL 
FOR “ME AND 
JULIET” 1953.



IRENE SHARAFF DRESSING ELIZABETH TAYLOR FOR THE “CLEOPATRA,”  1961-1962.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION



SYDNEY CHAPLIN AND BARBRA STREISAND IN THE PRODUCTION “FUNNY GIRL,”  1964.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION  



BARBRA STREISAND AND UNIDENTIFIED ACTOR IN THE 
STAGE PRODUCTION “FUNNY GIRL,” 1964. 

BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION  



BARBRA STREISAND AND CAST IN THE STAGE 
PRODUCTION “FUNNY GIRL,”  1964.  

BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISON



ELIZABETH TAYLOR AND RICHARD BURTON IN THE MOTION PICTURE “WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF?”  1966.  
BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION
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If Barnes’ designs for  the Super Spectacle-era 
was about volume and big, broad, bold creative 
strokes, then Patricia Zipprodt’s approach was 
the opposite—a process rooted in research, 
realism, and authenticity to both the character 
and costume construction. Born on February 
24, 1925 in Evanston, Illinois, Zipprodt went 
on to study at Wellesley, the private women’s 
liberal arts women college where her one studio 
art class and membership in the Shakespeare 
Club inspired her to pursue a career in the 
arts.  Upon graduation, she returned to Chica-
go, where she met Lieutenant Robert O’Brien, 
Jr., who proposed to her.  Zipprodt declined, 
instead chasing her dream to be an artist in 
New York, one that first briefly took her to DC 
as a puppeteer staging shows about good den-
tal hygiene to young school children, then to 
Manhattan where she lived a bohemian lifestyle 
downtown, waitressing and painting. (Van 
Gelder, Hill 6) 

It wasn’t until she saw the New York City Ballet 
perform that Zipprodt found her passion and 
calling, deciding that she wanted to “paint with 
fabric” as a costume designer.  As a result, she 
started taking classes at FIT, where she was giv-
en an introduction to technical skills in design 
like draping, cutting, and sewing as well as the 
elements of design.  (Hill 7)  She was a fervent 
reader of costume history books as a student, 
a knack for research that would later serve her 
well.  She was also extremely resourceful, using 
all her contacts to reach out to those she could 
in the fashion or costume world.   
In May 1953, Zipprodt received a letter from 
Charles James’ atelier, a well-known Ameri-
can fashion designer who offered her work at 
his studio. (James)  At the time, James’ iconic 
dresses were worn by socialites, photographed 
by the major magazines and seen floating down 

PATRICIA ZIPPRODT & DIRECTOR/BOB FOSSE DISCUSSING 
COSTUME SKETCHES FOR THE BROADWAY MUSICAL “BIG 
DEAL.”.  BILLY ROSE THEATRE DIVISION.



the runways.  James himself had recently re-
ceived the Neiman Marcus Award—the Oscar 
for fashion—dressed in blue jeans and a white 
silk dinner jacket and cummerbund.  (Gouveia)  
He was a revolutionary, wearing blue jeans 
before they were ubiquitous, to a formal event 
no less, and was considered a master of cutting 
because of the skill and innovation he employed 
during dressmaking. (Hoda et al.)  His tech-
nique was celebrated by the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art in 2014 in a wildly popular exhibit 
entitled ‘Charles James: Beyond Fashion,’ which 
used “analytical animations, text, x-rays, and 
vintage images to tell the story of each James’ 
gown’s intricate construction and history.” 
(MET)   Zipprodt jumped at the chance to work 
with James, building on her costume education.  
The skills needed to make garments and acces-
sories are crafts often learned through appren-
ticeship: beading, knitting, sewing, weaving, 
draping, tailoring, corsetry, metal-smithing, 
and millinery.   It is at manufacturers and sew-
ing studios that one gets hands-on accounts of 
the problem-solving needed to fabricate a piece 
from different materials and pattern making.

After she left James’s studio, in 1956, she took 
the entrance exam for the United Scenic Art-

ists union, which represents costume design-
ers, lighting designers, projection designers, 
production and set designers and the scenic 
artists who build sets and stages.  (Hill, 7)  She 
was accepted and began her foray into theater.  
Patricia Zipprodt’s first job on Broadway, a great 
stroke of luck, was assisting the legendary cos-
tume designer Irene Sharaff for “Happy Hunt-
ing” which starred Ethel Merman and Fernando 
Lamas. (IBDB)  

The show was far from happy, as Merman and 
Lamas stopped speaking to one another and 
publicly clashed.  It is said that Lamas plotted 
to take the limelight away from Merman by 
requesting his pants be cut to tightly emphasize 
his well-known large endowment.  In Philadel-
phia, on the first night of his pre-Broadway de-
but, his appearance caused a flurry through the 
audience. In the aftermath, Merman insisted his 
costumes be re-altered as to not give Lamas so 
much attention below.  (Kellow 462-476)  It is 
these types of personality challenges that a cos-
tume designer has to be ready to accommodate. 
It is a designers job to not only be truthful and 
authentic to the narrative but to give the actors 
the support they need to perform.  In the case 
of Lamas, too much support!

FERNANDO LAMAS AND ETHEL MERMAN IN “HAPPY HUNTING.”



FERNANDO LAMAS AND ETHEL MERMAN IN “HAPPY HUNTING” 1956.



Soon after assisting Ms. Sharaff, in 1957, Zip-
prodt designed her first show “The Potting 
Shed.” Seven years and twelve Broadway shows 
later, when she was asked to design “Fiddler on 
the Roof,” her career was in full swing. (IBD-
B)“Fiddler” was a special show, produced by 
Harold Prince and directed by the great Jerome 
Robbins. Joseph Stein wrote the book, original-
ly called “Tevye”, based on Sholom Aleichem’s 
stories “Tevye the Dairyman,” with music by 
Jerry Bock. The show was set in 1905 in Impe-
rial Russia and followed the story of Tevye and 
his family as he tried to maintain his family and 
traditions in the face of social change.  (Shep-
ard)  Patricia Zipprodt “laughingly called her-
self the ‘token gentile’” (Hill 27) of the produc-
tion and since she did not know much about 

Jewish traditions, she spent a year attending a 
Russian Jewish temple to learn traditions, man-
ners of dress, and the function behind those 
choices.  She met and informally interviewed 
elder members in the community to learn what 
fabrics and styles their grandparents wore. (Hill 
27)  “You have to move in” to the culture, she 
argued, “so you’re not lifting.” (Jacobs)  “Fid-
dler on the Roof ” was the first commercially 
successful English language stage production 
about Jewish life in Eastern Europe.  Zipprodt’s 
thorough, authentic and inspired work won her 
1965 Tony for “Fiddler on the Roof.”  (Zolotow)  
The show was a major hit, winning eight Tony 
awards, and went on to do over 3,200 perfor-
mances on that performance run over eight 
years.  The production was revived on Broad-
way in 1976 and again in 1990. (IBDB)

FABRIC COLLAGE BY PATRICIA ZIPPRODT FOR 1965, “FIDDLER ON THE ROOF.”



The almost 40- year career of Patricia Zip-
prodt was primarily centered primarily around 
Broadway, al-though she also designed shows 
off–Broadway shows, over twenty ballets, op-
eras, television and films, the most notable of 
which was ‘The Graduate.’ directed by Mike 
Nichols. Critically acclaimed shows she de-
signed for the Metropolitan Opera include 
‘Tannhauser’ in 1977 and ‘The Barber of Se-
ville’ in 1982. (Contino)  Many of the technical 
steps that Patricia Zipprodt employed to orga-
nize and design “Fiddler on the Roof ” are still 
used by designers on Broadway today. Big mu-
sicals on Broadway are massive undertakings 
and take incredible communication, collabora-
tion and organization to be successful.

Through the archive that Zipprodt donated to 
the New York Public Library for the Performing 
Arts, historians and contemporary costumers 
can see the mechanics behind her work. Zip-
prodt’s correspondence  with designers Ann 
Hould Ward, Albert Wolsky, Lucinda Ballard, 
Donald Brooks, Alvin Colt, Zandra Rhodes, 
and other theatrical artists of her generation 
survive among her papers. Zipprodt’s letters 
give great insight to her wit, intelligence, and 
devotion to the craft of costume design and live 
performance. Her costume bibles and the var-
ious drafts of her designs permit a reconstruc-
tion of Zipprodt’s process, from inspiration to 
execution.



“TEVYE” ORIGINAL SCRIPT WITH PATRICIA ZIPPRODT’S NOTES

Selected Images from the New York Public Library for the 
Performing Arts Patricia Zipprodt’s Archives

“Fiddler on the Roof” 1965

•  Reading and breaking down the script and characters.  Here Zipprodt would make character 
notes, determine how many times a character would change costume, notate any mention of cos-
tume pieces, and also earmark logistiocal ques pertaining to the script. 

Patricia Zipprodt’s Process:



•  Countless drawings in pen and ink and black and white painting.  This showed Zipprodt working 
through her character studies.  Here she played with the dress of the characters and the interac-
tion of multiple characters in a particular scene.

•  Extensive research learning the culture of her subject.  Economical, environmental, social and 
religious aspects of the culture were all explored.







•  Costume illustrations.   Her final illustrations were often singular sketches or groups drawn in 
pencil and painted in color with watercolors.  This version of her characters was often the most 
detailed, addressing color, fabric pattern and style lines.  







•  Photographs that were black and white inversions of her costume illustrations.  It is likely that 
Zipprodt would use this version to determine whether the group or character within the scene 
had the proper color value. 





•   Costume bibles.  Here Zipprodt would affix black and white copies of her illustrations to a pa-
per divided into square grids where she would attach swatches and descriptions of the garments.  
These bibles made it possible to track the garments in each character’s closet. If a character re-
peated a costume piece or the piece was to be made it would be notated here. The costume bible 
would be copied and given to the costume shops building the garments. A copy of the costume 
bible would also be left with the producers once the show was completed so if a revival of the 
production was ever propagated, the design work and research was already complete and could 
be copied. Zipprodt started her process by finding the correct raw materials at her personal color 
card library of textiles and would use this catalog to show assistants and craftspeople exactly what 
color, texture, and style fabric she wanted for her character’s costume. (Hill 13)  She knew she 
would get far closer to her vision if she had examples to give colleagues who were acquiring the 
materials for her. With color cards, she could show shoppers the color and quality of fabric she 
desired, or dyers the color she needed to achieve in a fabric. Then the chosen swatch would be 
documented in the bible.





•  Keeping material from the show.  She kept photos, playbills and souvenir books of the shows she 
designed to document the final results.  This part of the costume collection allows us to see her 
process from start to finish. 












